NLP Insights

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Astrata’s Suite of Sophisticated, Clinically-Tuned, Localized and HEDIS-ready NLP
KEY BENEFIT

MODERN, SOPHISTICATED, FLEXIBLE, POWERFUL:

THE PERFECT

MACHINE PARTNER 


Optimized for Clinical Quality:
Sophisticated,

beyond-industry-

Most

NLP vendors can identify a range of conditions, procedures,

standard NLP capabilities deliver

and medications in the text, but that doesn’t mean they can identify

superior value for quality

the full range of HEDIS evidence.

measurement.

beyond looking for concepts in text. It picks up a range of linguistic,

Astrata’s

NLP Insights goes far

numeric, semantic, and temporal cues to understand the context of
Bespoke

NLP that Speaks Your

concepts it identifies. All this rich information is processed through

Language: It’s a big country with

an inferencing engine that lets the system make complex

lots of regional and local variations

judgements

in data-entry requirements for

the evidence to close the gap. 



EMRs

to determine whether a specific case has some or all of

and HIEs. That’s why clinical

NLP systems’ accuracy typically
falls when implemented in a new
location. Astrata’s NLP Insights is
designed for efficient, speedy
localization. As part of our
engagement with you, we train our
NLP in your local environment,

HOW IT WORKS - Temporal Cues
In the example below, after identifying a colonoscopy mention,
NLP considered the date of the document, the expression “3 years
ago”, and determined that it met the measure inclusion criteria of
“Colonoscopy within the last 10 years”.

tailoring for variations and quickly
adjusting to learn your EMR’s

Abstraction Year: 2022

language.
Modern and Scalable: Designed

from the ground up to be deployed
in a modern scalable cloud
infrastructure, NLP Insights can

MEDICAL Record TEXT

NLP Extract: HIT

Colonoscopy 3

Colonoscopy <= 10 yrs

years ago.

process hundreds of millions of
documents in short order. Yes, you
can

calculate HEDIS measures on

your entire population across all
business lines.

MEDICAL Record TEXT

NLP Extract: HIT

FIT DNA Cologuard

FIT DNA <= 5 yrs

3/2020, negative.
Constantly
We

Learning & Improving: 

don’t stop when the software is

deployed. We monitor our NLP
accuracy by analyzing every case
where your abstractors disagree,
and we use every disagreement to

MEDICAL Record TEXT

NLP Extract: LEAD

Cologuard 3/2021.

FIT DNA Lead

improve (and fun fact: the NLP is
right in more than half the time).
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is a healthcare quality company
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specializing in NLP for quality and
value-based

care. https://www.Astrata.co

